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Here’s What We’ll Cover:

1. Why should SMBs care about resource management?

2. How can SMBs better strategize resource management?

3. How can SMBs choose the right resource management tools?



Why Should SMBs Care About 
Resource Management?



According to Gartner: 

• “Resource management leverages both proven and emerging 
techniques to dynamically optimize the use of available human 
resources to achieve business objectives. Techniques that improve 
individual productivity and team performance are within the scope of 
resource management, as are techniques to manage resource 
demand...”
Source: Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Project and Portfolio Management, 2017

What is resource management?

https://www.gartner.com/document/3386817?ref=unauthreader&srcId=1-4730952011


So, if resource management is about people, the question becomes, 
how important are people to my projects?

“…Leverages both proven and emerging techniques to dynamically 
optimize the use of available human resources to achieve business 
objectives…”

What qualifies as a resource?



People are the single most important 
factor and driver of project performance.



An effective strategy can define the 
success or failure of your projects.



Why is resource management important?

Do your projects ever:

• Go over budget?

• Run over schedule?

Do you have people:

• Complain about being underutilized?

• Threaten to quit from being overworked?



Resource management problems are more 
common than you’d think…

Issues stemming from resource management problems are responsible 

for up to 40% of failed projects.



According to Gartner: 

• “While resource management is actually very simple, it isn't easy. 
Focus on the right business outcomes to drive the right allocation of 
resources, and then find the management discipline to make it stick.”

Resource management problems are more 
common than you’d think…

Who owns this problem?



Who owns this problem?



Why should SMBs care about resource 
management?

It is critical for the growth and development of SMBs.

• The Software Advice Project Management Needs Cycle shows that 
resource management is the lynchpin that allows SMBs to scale.



What is the Software Advice Needs Cycle?

Learn at what stage of your 
PM and business development 
you should invest in certain 
software applications to help 
you start your PM journey, 
grow and develop your 
processes and finally optimize
your project performance.



Why did we create the Needs Cycle?

Many prospective buyers call our advisors, looking to replace their 
current system, to improve ease of use.

Current tool is either:

• Too simple

• Too robust



Software Advice PM Software Needs Cycle



What is it about growth that makes people 
harder to manage?

According to Gartner:

• “Small work teams (fewer than 30 people) generally don’t need 
automated tools, although they will need to still match capacity 
to supply.” 



Today

Why is “30” the tipping point?

Tomorrow



The degree of difficulty associated with interacting and 
communicating within a group doesn’t grow in a linear fashion 
the larger the group gets, but rather it grows exponentially. 

What is it about growth that makes people 
harder to manage?



What is it about growth that makes people 
harder to manage?



Why should SMBs care about resource 
management?

Becomes harder to manage 30+ resources without automated tools



Why resource management tools are 
important for growth

Requests for resource management nearly doubled among 
buyers moving between the “Start” and “Grow” stages of the 
Software Advice Needs Cycle, from 17 percent to 32 percent. 



So, why should SMBs care about 
resource management?

• Because it’s about people
• Essentially, resource management is the effective use and 

allocation of people to a project portfolio to achieve 
strategic business goals.

Now, let’s talk about how SMBs can implement an effective resource 
management strategy.

• Because beyond 30 people, it’s necessary for growth
• Software Advice PM Needs Cycle as validation



How Can SMBs Better 
Strategize Resource 
Management?



Steps to an effective resource 
management strategy include:

• Understanding your supply (human resources)

• Asking, “What are their skills, competencies and limitations?”

• Tracking assignments and availability

• Developing your workforce



Deliver the right person, at the right place, at the right time

Resource Management Institute (RMI): 
Just-in-Time Resourcing®



RMI: Just-in-Time Resourcing®



• Maintain your skills inventory

• Get rid of any island mentality

• Remember that an automated tool is not a silver bullet

Tips for success



So, how can SMBs better strategize 
resource management?

• Implement a resource management strategy to help 
deliver the right person, in the right place, at the right 
time.
• RMI: Just-in-Time Resourcing®

Now, let’s talk about some best practices for selecting and 
implementing an automated solution.

• Get rid of an island mentality and remember to maintain 
and update your skills inventory.



How Can SMBs Choose the 
Right Resource Management or 
PPM Tools?



What are resource management tools 
and what do they do?

• There are hundreds of available tools on the market, designed to 
meet a variety of industry and business needs.

• On Software Advice, we list over 240 tools with over 20,000 reviews

• Remember, tools should carry out an existing process, not be the 
process

• Look for tools that automate your existing resource management 
strategy, for example, RMIs Just-in-Time Resourcing®



Look for the following capabilities:

• Skills tracking

• Availability tracking

• Scheduling/staffing

• Forecasting

• Training and development

• Reporting and analytics



Best practices for selecting and 
implementing an RM or PPM Tool

Roadmap to help SMBs select and implement PPM tools.

http://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/implementing-project-management-software/


Best Practices for selecting and 
implementing an RM or PPM Tool



Master the art of organizational 
change management

• Define organizational strategy, tie project 
initiatives to business goals

• Identify a need for change: What are 
stakeholders trying to accomplish? What pain 
points are hindering their success?

• Craft a change management plan and engage 
stakeholders throughout implementation



Work backwards from your end goal

• Define near-term outcome you want to 
achieve and/or problem you want to solve

• Perform stakeholder analysis to understand 
user requirements

• Identify key capabilities to drive software 
selection



Narrow selection to a shortlist

• Focus on products that excel at your 
must-have capabilities

• Read reviews

• Demo products



Narrow selection to a shortlist

Evaluate tools on the following:

• Must-have capabilities

• Ease of use

• Timeline for implementation

• Integration needs

• Configuration needs

• Data migration

• Customer support



For help creating your shortlist:

We list over 240 PM products with over 20,000 reviews

Software Advice services:

• A one-on-one consultation with PM software advisor

• Interactive market guide

• List thousands of reviews on our site. 



Select a tool that supports current 
processes

• Prioritize immediate needs and near-
term goals

• Remember average tool lifespan is less 
than 5 years



Roll out the new solution

• Introduce new tool to the organization, tailor 
communications according to the needs of 
your stakeholders 

• Offer formal and informal training options that 
address the needs of each user group



Consider the following training 
programs:



Sustain user adoption over the life of 
the tool

• Create opportunities for user feedback

• Identify and close any learning gaps

• Ask for feedback from users to ensure tools 
are continuing to meet their needs



So, how can SMBs choose the right 
resource management or PPM tools?

• Have a resource management strategy in place prior to evaluating tools

• Look for capabilities that support processes including skills inventory, 
forecasting and reporting

• Follow these best practices for selecting and implementing tools:



Next Steps

• Ask the tough questions. Which groups are being underutilized? And which 
are on the verge of quitting because they’re burned out?

• Look to implement your resource management strategy when your 
resource pool is between 20 - 25 people, and automated tools when your 
pool reaches 30 resources
• RMIs Just-in-Time Resourcing® Model

• Master the art of organizational change management

• Keep up with Gartner and Software Advice research
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